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Welcome to Pizza Oven Reviews! 























Looking for a pizza oven review? We've got you sorted. We're the UK's go-to when it comes to pizza.
We cover everything pizza ovens, including outdoor ovens for your garden, indoor options, and different oven types like wood pellets, wood fired, fuel, charcoal, stone, and more.
We're passionate about bringing you only the best-recommended options when it comes to pizza, including the top products to use for baking, how to make the dough, and finding your perfect taste in home-cooked pizza.
Rely on us to be your #1 resource when it comes to your passion - homemade pizza making.
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Ooni Koda 12/16 Pizza Oven
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Fornetto Alto Wood Fired Pizza Oven
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Ooni Karu 12/16 Pizza Oven
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Tips And Help






Best Places in Italy to Have Pizza








Nutella Pizza Recipe: How To Make Nutella Pizza Easily!








What Spices Go On Pizza? (A Complete List)
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The Best Pesto Topped Pizza
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The Best Vegan Pizza
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The Best Pizza Toppings To Try At Home
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Which Pizza Oven Should I Buy?












Great question! We've searched high and low for the best pizza ovens available on the market today, and answering this question is what we're here to help with.
Determining the best oven to buy depends on you. Every person's preference is different - so we make sure to reflect this in our reviews.
Our mission is to try and match our readers with their perfect pizza ovens. This means we prioritise performance, budget, and honesty when creating our assessments. The extra time we spend researching what makes each pizza oven special is why you can trust us to find everything you need to make an informed choice.
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Where Should I Buy a Pizza Oven?


Pizza ovens aren’t something you buy every day, so this is a question which crops up frequently. Where can you get your hands on one?
	LOCAL - Being a specialised item, many people may discover that they can buy directly from a local dealer, such as a garden centre or a specialist shop. But this can prove to be a HASSLE when it comes to transport and is usually more costly.
	 
	DIRECT - Some opt to buy directly from the manufacturer. This can pose PROBLEMS as the manufacturers typically sell their pizza ovens wholesale, and not to the general public.
	 
	ONLINE - The most convenient and affordable way to purchase a pizza oven is online. The ovens we recommend are all available online, which means they will be delivered directly to your door. This way you get to skip the organisation and logistics of transporting a hefty stainless steel oven back to your house. You can get straight to the good part – cooking a pizza the way it should be cooked!

We’ve also done the homework to link you to the cheapest possible price for each oven we test. If you find it cheaper elsewhere, please let us know so we can update our information!
 



































Is a Pizza Oven Worth It?


There's a LOT to think about when you're buying a pizza oven. Here are the main questions to consider...


	- Are you buying an outdoor pizza oven for your garden that will stand up to the harsh British weather?
	- How big or small is the space where you're wanting to use your pizza oven?
	- Are you planning on cooking anything other than pizza and, if so, should you consider an oven with a temperature gauge?
	- Are you looking to buy a gas pizza oven, wood-fired pizza oven or even a commercial oven?


If you're new to purchasing an oven, don’t panic. We're here to provide you with all the answers and potential options available to you. Rest assured that if you check out our pizza oven reviews and advice prior to making your big purchase, you’ll get the right bit of kit to suit you.
 


































How much does a Pizza Oven cost?

Our research into the ovens on this site shows a huge price range. This varies based on construction materials, build quality, warranty, operating temperature, size, and several other factors.
You can pay anywhere from £100 for a basic budget pizza baking device that works with your existing BBQ, up to £5,000 for a commercial electric oven, commonly used in popular pizzerias and takeaways. Ultimately, the number of features will determine how much you pay.
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What to Look For When Purchasing

With pizza being a favourite food since the early 18th century, it's no wonder that people are keen to purchase their very own pizza ovens. There are several types available, so it’s important to make an informed decision about which one best suits you and how you like your pizza.
Buying your own pizza oven is certainly no small investment, which is why you should know both the pros and the cons of each type of oven available. Then, you can purchase the right unit for your budget.







































Oven Size



Depending on what you're planning on cooking inside the oven, there is a range of sizes you can buy. If you're just planning to cook for your family once a week, then a small oven will be a perfect fit.
On the other hand, if you want to host large gatherings and feed a lot of people on a regular basis, then buying a larger oven would be ideal.
As well as the amount of food you'll be cooking, you will also need to consider the amount of space you have available. Taking over a tiny kitchen with a huge pizza oven wouldn't be the best idea! Make sure you know the dimensions of your space and buy an appropriately-sized oven
 






Style



Of course, there isn’t just one style of outdoor pizza oven on the market. Many manufacturers produce beautifully designed ovens that will fit perfectly onto your patio. They are becoming extremely popular amongst barbecue enthusiasts and those who love to cook outdoors - and can easily become the centrepiece of your outdoor setting. Styles vary from rustic brick construction to modern and sleek metal designs. With one of these, your next garden party is sure to go down a treat!
The most common style is a dome-shaped oven with a barrel vault, as this shape allows for an efficient oven chamber. Whatever your main concern - whether that's functionality or design - you will certainly find an oven style you love.
 






Materials



Don't just buy an oven that looks the part - make sure it's robust and built to last. This way you can make a great investment and can keep cooking those pizzas for years to come.
There are many different materials used in pizza oven construction, all of which have an effect on your pizza's outcome. Clay is a popular material - but what kind of clay do you use for a pizza oven? Coarse fire clay is recommended, but do some research or head to your nearest authentic pizzeria to ask about their oven if you're thinking of building or buying a clay oven.
Alternatively, you can find units made of brick, stone, stainless steel, and more! Each has its own benefit, so be sure to do your homework.
 






Fuel



Just like cooking on a BBQ grill, the fuel that your oven runs on will impact the flavour of your pizza. Below, we'll run through a few of your options:
	WOOD - wood pellets are the most common fuel for pizza ovens, leading to a delicious smoky, wood fired taste.
	 
	CHARCOAL - this type of oven can be purchased, or you can use a barbecue and a pizza stone to make your own! Using charcoal to bake your pizza creates a crisp dough base and mouth-wateringly gooey cheese with that smoked flavour. It's recommended that you use a dedicated charcoal pizza oven to get the best result. These should be used out in the garden to avoid smoking out the house!

 






Fuel



	PROPANE - gas powered ovens typically heat up faster and provide higher temperatures. The temperature is also easier to control. This makes them an attractive choice for restaurants, as pizza can be cooked fast and often without accidental burning. However, using propane fuel means you sacrifice that amazing wood fired taste.

As you can see, it's not an easy choice when deciding what kind of fuel your pizza oven should use. That's why we want to help guide you by reviewing as many ovens and products as possible, so you can see which fuel type suits your cooking style best.
Now you know the main factors to look for in a pizza oven, you're ready to start looking for your dream cooker! Start with our in-depth product reviews!
 



































Why Choose Us As Your #1 Pizza Oven Resource?


We pride ourselves on our honesty and because of that, we ensure that all reviews you find here at PizzaOvenReviews.co.uk are truthful and not influenced by sellers. We offer all our visitors a user-friendly website and clear guidance - so you can buy the best cooker for you.
 
We provide pros and cons for each oven we feature on this site. That way, you can assess whether you agree with our opinion or not. A pro to us might be a con for you! We lay out everything you need to know about each product, before giving our personal opinion that you're free to take or leave.
 
Besides that, we know pizza and pizza ovens inside-out! We created this website just to share our knowledge and help you make the best pizza imaginable. Take our tips and tricks and you'll become the go-to pizza guy or gal on the street, whether you just cook at home or you own a restaurant.
 
So, what are you waiting for? Head straight for our reviews and guides to find your perfect pizza oven or learn a new recipe!
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